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ADVANCED

Includes
acknowledgeme
nt of the
Wurundjeri as
the traditional
custodians of the
area.

EXPECTED

Mentions the
area as being
Wurundjeri land
in both past and
present tense.

BASIC

Refers to
Wurundjeri
presence in the
area in past
tense.

Level of
achievement
Skill,
understanding
or element

ACKNOWLEDGES
CONTINUING
WURUNDJERI
RELATIONSHIP
TO THE LAND.

Makes clear
connections with
important
events, places
and times,
including a
detailed profile
of their life and
achievements.
Connects the
person with
events, places
and times, as
well as outlining
their life and
achievements.

Uses
Woiwurrung
words and
connects with
their English
translations
throughout the
project.

Provides
statistics about
the chosen
person, and a
reason why they
are an important
figure.

Uses some
Woiwurrung
words in the
project.

Mentions places
that are in
Wurundjeri
territory.

USES
WOIWURRUNG
LANGUAGE.

DEMONSTRATES
AN AWARENESS
OF WHERE
WURUNDJERI
TERRITORY IS.

PROFILES AN
IMPORTANT
WURUNDJERI
PERSON.

Uses
Woiwurrung
words to help
give emphasis to
information.

Use a map of
Wurundjeri
territory to
explain where
events or
situations
connected with
focus person
took place.
Includes a map
to demonstrate
where
Wurundjeri
territory is and
locates relevant
places on it.

Identify family
and tribe
relationships and
explains the
experiences they
went through as
a result of their
Aboriginal
heritage.
Identifies person
as Wurundjeri
through
family/tribe
relationships and
identifies
situations where
relevant
Identifies person
as a Wurundjeri
person.

IMPACT OF
BEING A
WURUNDJERI
PERSON.

Information
includes text,
images, captions
and other
elements which
help reader to
understand.

Sources for each
piece of
information are
provided on the
relevant page or
section.

Information is
presented in a
way that is easy
to read and
responds to all
parts of the
rubric in detail.

Sources are
acknowledged in
a list provided
with the
assignment.

Information
responds to all
points in the
rubric.

Information is
included with no
indication of
sources.

PRESENTATION
SKILLS

ACKNOWLEDGE
SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

